
ACS & Tango Networks Announce Key Partnership 
 
Huntington Beach, CA.; August 14, 2014 – ACS (Applied Computer Solutions) has 
announced their relationship with Tango Networks of Frisco Texas.  ACS will be 
packaging Tango Networks’ Enterprise Accelerator software into their Mobile UC 
(Universal Communication) offering. 
 

ACS, which provides product and services to Service Operators, MSOs and large 

enterprises, saw Tango Networks as one of the key building blocks to help their client’s 

truly leverage mobile devices as an extension of their fixed resources.   This solution 

allows businesses to leverage their existing investment while taking advantage of the 

broad adoption of the cell phone as the primary way of communicating.  ACS brings the 

knowledge of on-site UC platforms and Mobile Carrier offerings to combine them in a 

seamless manner.  Tango Networks brings a wonderful technology and policy platform 

that acts as the bridge between the fixed and the mobile networks.  Tango Networks 

portfolio of Business Mobility Solutions includes Mobile Unified Communications, 
Mobile Call Recording, SIP Trunking, and Business Continuity. 

 
 
" ACS is uniquely positioned as a systems integrator providing unmatched expertise 
in bringing together the mobile and legacy telephony networks having made 
significant commitments and investments toward making that happen.  ," said Al 
Leo, VP of Sales at Tango Networks. “Customer’s want to protect their investment 
while building a bridge to the future. This relationship delivers on that challenge.”  
 
The initial business cases are seeing a reduction in capital outlay of up to 50% or 
better and reductions in OPEX up to 40%.  This technology has a distinct advantage 
in cost and mobility over traditional TDM and VoIP platforms.  This offering also 
moves the clients to a lower cost, variable cost model much needed in a world 
where change happens quickly. 
 
“Tango Networks is a leader in this field.  They have a unique product that presently 
has no equal when it comes to features, function and deployments”, said Bob Pike, 
CTO of Network and Mobile Broadband at ACS. 
 
For further information please contact ACS at (925) 251-1000 or Tango Networks. 
 
About Tango Networks 
Tango Networks enables service providers, channel partners and enterprises to 
offer Mobile Business Services to their customers and workforce. Using its unique 
and patented federated design, Tango Networks’ award-winning edge services 
platform offers specialized service capabilities across 4G IMS/VoLTE, 3G and 2G 
networks that work with all mobile phones, providing value to mobile and fixed 
service providers, enterprises and consumers. 

http://www.tango-networks.com/


Services include Mobile Unified Communications and PBX integration, Mobile Call 
Recording, SIP Trunking, Business Messaging Service, Business Continuity, Multi-
line, Mobile PBX, Mobile Policy Control and Responsible Driver System. 
Tango Networks’ customers include Tier 1 service providers in North America and 
Europe and a rapidly growing base of enterprise and government customers 
worldwide. To learn more about Tango Networks, please visit http://www.tango-
networks.com or follow Tango Networks on Twitter at 
http://twitter.com/tangonetworks. 
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